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INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
Overview

While there are many sources of flooding that
pose issues in NYC, coastal storms present
the most significant flood risk in terms of
compromising human safety, property
damage, and business disruption.
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Introduction
Overview

Close to a million New Yorkers live in the floodplain today, a risk that Hurricane Sandy
awakened us to in 2012. This risk will increase over time with sea levels rising, and will be
exacerbated by more frequent and powerful coastal storms.

434,500 residents à high-risk zones
+ 348,000 residents à moderate-risk zones

1% annual chance floodplain (FEMA)*
0.2% annual chance floodplain (FEMA)*

Hurricane Sandy inundated beyond the high-risk
zone (~half of lots in the moderate-risk zone)

Hurricane Sandy Storm Surge

This area will likely become the future
high-risk zones

2050s 1% Annual Chance Floodplain (NPCC)
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Close to 20% of the
city’s land area in in
the floodplain

3,600 businesses
employ roughly 87,000
people in industrial areas

Alley Pond Creek, Queens

The floodplain is diverse.
These areas face different flood risks and issues with the current regulatory
framework, and require particular strategies to make them resilient.

Upper Bay

125,500 buildings
house a population of
approximately
782,500 residents

Rockaways, Queens

14,500 businesses employ
close to 270,000 people in
commercial corridors
Williamsburg, Brooklyn

Introduction
Overview

The City’s overall resiliency strategy will involve a multi-tiered, complementary approach.
Zoning for Coastal Flood Resiliency (ZCFR) is a central tool in encouraging resilient
buildings.

“A more resilient NYC is one where
neighborhoods, buildings and
infrastructure can withstand and recover
quickly from flooding and climate events.”

Coastal strategies
are strengthened as first line of defense
against flooding and sea level rise

Buildings
are designed to withstand and
recover from flooding

Infrastructure
is protected from
climate hazards

Residents and businesses
are prepared in advance of
a storm
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Introduction
Overview

ZCFR would provide the option to
design or otherwise retrofit buildings to:
• Reduce damage from future coastal
ü
flood events

• Be resilient in the long-term by
ü
accounting for climate change

• Potentially save on long-term flood
ü
insurance costs

ZCFR would also set a framework for
emergency situations—whether they be
like Hurricane Sandy, or COVID-19.
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Introduction
Current Rules

Historically, the Zoning Resolution rarely
considered the issues caused by coastal
flooding.
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Introduction
Current Rules

After Hurricane Sandy (Oct 29, 2012), many
buildings were severally damaged and had
to be brought up into compliance with
standards in the NYC Building Code for
flood-resistant construction, uncovering
many zoning impediments.
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Introduction
Current Rules
Building Code

Regulations governing flood-resistant construction are located in DOB Appendix G of the
NYC Building Code. Compliance with such rules is generally required for new buildings
constructed in the flood zone, and for existing buildings that are significantly modified.

Required
for all new buildings

Generally not required
for existing buildings
(unless substantially damaged or improved)
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Introduction
Current Rules

DOB Appendix G regulations depend upon the building’s location in the flood zone,
the building’s uses, and where these uses are situated in relation to the design flood
elevation (DFE)*.

Building Code

Living
spaces must
be elevated

Mechanical
systems must
be elevated

Living
spaces must
be elevated

DFE
Dry-floodproof
Site must be
filled to lowest
adjacent grade
Uses below the DFE is
restricted to parking,
storage or access

DFE
Wet-floodproof
Mechanical systems
below the DFE must
be dry-floodproofed

Spaces below the
DFE must be dryfloodproofed
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*the DFE is determined by adding freeboard (additional height for safety established in Appendix G) to the Base Flood Elevation (BFE), which
is the elevation to which floodwater is anticipated to rise during a 1% annual chance storm as shown on FEMA’s maps.

Introduction
Current Rules

DOB Appendix G regulations created conflicts with zoning regulations that were
addressed by the 2013 Flood Text and the 2015 Recovery Text.

Zoning Resolution

Zoning conflicts that emerged in the
ZR, due to Appendix G regulations,
included those that govern:
• Locations of uses
• Size and shape of buildings (bulk
regulations)
• How buildings interface with the
public realm
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Introduction
Current Rules

ZCFR builds upon the 2013 Flood Text and the 2015 Recovery Text, which
were approved in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy.

Zoning Resolution

2013 Flood Text

2015 Recovery Text

Expires 1 year after the
adoption of the new PFIRMs*

Expired on July 23, 2020

•

These temporary zoning rules were adopted on an
emergency basis and removed many zoning barriers to
resilient construction

•

However, they are already beginning to expire

•

If these rules are not made permanent, it could hinder
the protection of existing vulnerable buildings and
disincentivize resiliency measures in new construction

* the new preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Maps (PFIRMs) are targeted for release by FEMA in 2024
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Introduction
Lessons Learned

ZCFR would make previous temporary
zoning rules permanent, but would
also improve upon these regulations,
based on what we have heard during
an extensive outreach process.
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Introduction
Lessons Learned
2012
Hurricane
Sandy

Aside from the lessons learned through the process of adopting the 2 text amendments,
DCP also conducted rigorous analyses to understand local issues that communities were
facing to recover from Sandy and how different building types could be made resilient.

Zoning Text

Research, Technical Analysis, and Initial Outreach

(emergency basis)

2013 Flood Text
2015 Recovery Text

Neighborhood Studies
(2014-2017)

Citywide Studies
(2014-2018)
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Broader engagement on a citywide level was
also conducted to understand what zoning
barriers floodplain communities were still facing

Introduction
Lessons Learned

Public Presentations
Borough/CBs
Civic/Community
Groups
Workshops

We have briefed close to 3,000 stakeholders at
more than 225 events since August 2016.
•
•
•
•
Community Outreach
(Published in 2018)

15 Council Members
5 Borough
Presidents &
Borough Boards
35 Community
Boards
16 Civic Associations

•
•
•
•

14 Non-Profits
49 Other Public
Events
6 Architect
Workshops
7 Community
Workshops

The
Bronx

Ma
nha
tta
n

Technical
Public

Queens

Brooklyn

Staten
Island
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Lessons Learned

Several types of materials were also distributed across the floodplain, to share
information about the city's flood risk, flood insurance requirements, building code,
and zoning regulations.

Video
• Advertised on
LinkNYC, Facebook,
Bus Shelters, and 311
• Mailed announcement
to 100 stakeholders

Info Briefs
• Distributed at events
• Available in 7 languages
• Cover four topics: flood
resilience zoning, flood
resilient construction, flood
risk in NYC, and flood
insurance

Poster
• Distributed at events
• Mailed to 300
stakeholders

Workshop materials
• Used in several
community
workshops
• Approximately 150200 posters were
collected
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Lessons Learned

Community workshops helped in identifying community and individual needs
regarding making buildings safe from flooding.

The goal of the engagement
was to:
•

Educate the community on
flood risk and the suite of
regulations that are
required and available to
them in the flood zone

•

Learn from homeowners
and the technical
community how the zoning
rules could be improved
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Introduction
Lessons Learned

Current zoning rules, especially regarding how height is measured in the floodplain, were
not enough in assisting residents relocate all living spaces above the DFE or elevate the
building’s lowest floor above Sandy’s inundation height or above the future flood level.

~$9,000

~$1,400

~$450

Annual premium

Annual premium

Annual premium

Living space

future flood level

DFE BFE
BFE

Living space

Living space

4 FEET OR MORE
BELOW BFE

AT
BFE

3 FEET OR MORE
ABOVE BFE
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Introduction
Lessons Learned

Current zoning rules are predominantly focused on low-density residential areas and
they less effectively address the wider variety of conditions found in
the city’s floodplain, leading to inequitable outcomes.

Many regulations focused
on low-density detached
homes which can be more
easily retrofitted (i.e., they
can be elevated)

Attached homes and multi-family buildings
were not adequately addressed, since they
must evacuate spaces below the DFE and
relocate them on top of the structure

Businesses were also not adequately
addressed either, as they heavily rely
on cellars for operations and need high
visibility from sidewalks to be viable
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Introduction
Lessons Learned

Current zoning rules are predominantly focused on low-density residential areas and
they less effectively address the wider variety of conditions found in
the city’s floodplain, leading to inequitable outcomes.

Certain older neighborhoods and
building types did not get
additional relief to also have
pathways towards resiliency

Additional height and floor area
exemptions varied by the flood level,
leading to unintended outcomes,
sometimes even along the same street

Streetscape regulations had
inconsistent applicability,
particularly in medium- and
high-density districts
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Introduction
Lessons Learned

Lastly, rules need to be able to be made applicable quickly after a disaster strikes.
Also, disasters may take many forms and lead to different types of damage.

Coastal storms like Hurricane
Sandy can lead to damage to the
physical environment

Disaster such as pandemics,
could pose economic challenges
to the city overall
23

CITYWIDE ZONING PROPOSAL
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Proposal
Overview

Encourage resiliency
throughout the current
and future floodplains

ZCFR would provide permanent relief to floodplain properties, focusing on long-term
resiliency by removing impediments for buildings to exceed minimum flood-resistant
construction requirements, and by allowing neighborhoods to be adapted over time.

Support long-term
resilient design of all
building types

Allow for adaptation
over time through
incremental retrofits

Facilitate future
recovery by reducing
regulatory obstacles
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Proposal
Overview

ZCFR would provide permanent relief to floodplain properties, focusing on long-term
resiliency by removing impediments for buildings to exceed minimum flood-resistant
construction requirements, and by allowing neighborhoods to be adapted over time.

Encourage resiliency
throughout the current
and future floodplains

Support long-term
resilient design of all
building types

q Applicability

q
q
q
q
q

Building Envelope
Ground Floors
Streetscapes
Special Conditions
Discretionary Actions

Allow for adaptation
over time through
incremental retrofits
q
q
q
q

Mechanical equipment
Support Spaces
Flood Protection Measures
Waterfront Sites

Facilitate future
recovery by reducing
regulatory obstacles
q
q
q
q

Power Systems
Accessibility
Vulnerable Populations
Disaster Recovery
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Goal 1

Encourage resiliency throughout
the current and future floodplains
Applicability………………………………………………
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Applicability

Where rules
currently apply

By expanding the applicability of the
optional rules, building owners throughout the
floodplain would be able to proactively
incorporate resiliency improvements in
their buildings
28

Applicability
Expanding beyond 1%

By expanding the availability of optional floodplain regulations to beyond the areas at high
risk of being flooded, more building owners would be able to design or retrofit
their buildings to proactively meet flood-resistant construction standards
Updated Item

Current FEMA’s 1% annual chance floodplain
Current FEMA’s 0.2% annual chance floodplain

2013 Flood Text: applies to the 1% annual chance
floodplain

Current FEMA’s 1% annual chance floodplain and
Current FEMA’s 0.2% annual chance floodplain

Proposed Rule: applies to both the 1% and 0.2%
annual chance floodplains
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Applicability
Expanding beyond 1%

The Bronx
ü
ü

Harlem River
Waterfront
Hunts Point

Brooklyn
ü
ü
ü
ü

Coney Island
Mixed Use
Coney Island
Ocean Parkway
Sheepshead Bay

This expansion in applicability would modify underlying zoning regulations, but would also
modify Special Districts rules when they overlap with such geography. This would allow
the optional resiliency provisions to be consistent citywide.
Updated Item

Manhattan
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Manhattanville
Mixed Use
Clinton
Hudson Yards
West Chelsea
Tribeca Mixed
Use
Hudson Square
Lower Manhattan

Queens
ü
ü
ü
ü

Long Island City
Mixed Use
Southern Hunters
Point
College Point
Willets Point

Staten Island
ü South Richmond
Development
ü Stapleton
Waterfront
ü St. George

2013 Flood Text: provisions supersede regulations
applicable to districts that geographically overlap with
the 1% annual chance floodplain

The Bronx

Manhattan

ü City Island
ü Harlem River
Waterfront
ü Hunts Point

ü

Brooklyn
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Bay Ridge
Coney Island
Mixed Use
Coney Island
Ocean Parkway
Sheepshead
Bay

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

East Harlem
Corridors
Inwood
Hudson River Park
Battery Park City
Governors Island
Manhattanville
Mixed Use
Clinton
Hudson Yards
West Chelsea
Tribeca Mixed Use
Hudson Square
Lower Manhattan

Queens
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Downtown Far
Rockaway
Long Island City
Mixed Use
Southern Hunters
Point
College Point
Willets Point

Staten Island
ü Bay Street
ü South Richmond
Development
ü Stapleton
Waterfront
ü St. George

Proposed Rule: provisions supersede regulations
applicable to districts that geographically overlap with
the 1% and the 0.2% annual chance floodplains
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Applicability
Expanding to lots

By expanding the availability of optional floodplain regulations to zoning lots,
more building owners would be able to proactively meet flood-resistant construction
standards while also simplifying the design process.
Updated Item

2013 Flood Text: applies to buildings within the 1%
annual chance floodplain

Proposed Rule: applies to lots within the 1% and 0.2%
annual chance floodplain
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Goal 2

Support long-term resilient design
of all building types
Building Envelope…………………………………
Ground Floors……………………………………...
Streetscapes.………………………………….…...
Special Conditions………………………………...
Discretionary Actions……………………………...
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Building Envelope

Optional zoning regulations would allow building
owners to physically elevate habitable spaces
and other building support features above
expected flood elevations

ü

Habitable spaces
are elevated

Flood Elevation
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Ground Floors

Ground-floor regulations would
incentivize the floodproofing of ground
floors, encourage active uses to be
kept at the street level and promote
internal building access

ü

Internal access
is provided & the groundfloor is floodproofed
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Streetscape

When these allowances are
used, buildings would have
to comply with “floodresistant construction
standards” and a new set of
streetscape requirements

ü
ü

The design is
improved

The building is
flood-resistant
Flood Elevation
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Special Conditions

Additional flexibility would be offered to
special conditions common in older
neighborhoods, so that those
buildings can also be resilient

ü

Homes on small
lots can be resilient
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Discretionary Actions

Discretionary options would be
available to address unique
situations to ensure that all
buildings and neighborhoods
can be resilient

ü

All neighborhoods
can be resilient
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Goal 2

Support long-term resilient design
of all building types
Building Envelope…………………………………
Ground Floors……………………………………...
Streetscapes.………………………………….…...
Special Conditions………………………………...
Discretionary Actions……………………………...
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Building Envelope

Optional zoning regulations would allow building
owners to physically elevate habitable spaces
and other building support features above
expected flood elevations

ü

Habitable spaces
are elevated

Flood Elevation
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Building Envelope
FRCE

Flood-resistant
construction elevation
(FRCE) = DFE

Additional height would continue to be given to allow building owners to meet
the requirements set by FEMA and Appendix G of NYC’s Building Code for floodresistant construction, even when these are not required.
Updated Item

Building does
not have an
FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows building height to be
measured from the FRCE

FRCE = DFE

FRCE = 2’
above lowest
adjacent grade

Proposed Rule: continues to allow building height
to be measured from the FRCE

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Building Envelope
Reference Plane

A consistent framework for additional building height would encourage building owners
to address long-term climate change, and allow for lower insurance costs and usable
spaces at grade.
Updated Item

FRCE

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows building height to be measured
from a reference plane located at 9’, 10’ or 12’
depending on the building’s use and zoning district

Proposed Rule: allows building height to be measured
from a Reference Plane located at max 10’ or 5’ above
grade (in the 1% and 0.2% floodplains, respectively)

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Building Envelope
Reference Plane

To ensure that the additional height is tied to actual resiliency improvements,
the building’s first story above the level of protection would have to be located at or above
the chosen Reference Plane.
Updated Item

Building is
NOT futureproofed

Reference plane
FRCE = 6’

Building is
future-proofed

Floor-level

2013 Flood Text: allows building height to be measured
from a higher reference plane but does not require the
first occupiable floor to be placed at or above such level

Reference plane

Floor-level

FRCE = 6’

Proposed Rule: allows building height to be measured
from a higher reference plane while ensuring that the
floor is placed at or above such level

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Building Envelope
Reference Plane
Illustrative Examples

Elevated to the minimum
requirement, therefore
height starts from the FRCE

Elective future-proofing,
therefore height starts from
a higher RP

Flood-resistant Construction Elevation
(FRCE)

If the FRCE exceeds the
max 10’ RP, height can still
be measured from that level

Minimum level required for elevation / floodproofing

First Story Above Flood Elevation
(FSAFE)

FSAFE

The level of the first floor located at or above the
flood elevation (FRCE)

Reference Plane
(RP)

FRCE

Level from which the zoning envelope can be
measured

RP
RP
FRCE
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Building Envelope
Height Mitigations

Bulk modifications for low-density buildings would be available to break down the
building massing in the upper portions of buildings, helping offset the effects of
the additional height.
New Item
20% FAR bonus is
placed directly under
the sloped roof

20% FAR bonus is
placed anywhere
within the building

FRCE

Underlying Text: provides floor area bonus for
sloped roofs if such floor area is located directly under it

FRCE

Proposed Rule: provides floor area bonus for
sloped roofs that can be used anywhere within the
building

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Building Envelope
Height Mitigations

Bulk modifications for medium/high-density buildings would be available to break down
the building massing in the upper portions of buildings, helping offset the effects
of the additional height.
Not Changed

Overall height measured
from RP

Min. base height
measured from RP
Min. base height
measured from grade

RP
FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows minimum base height to be
measured from curb level or Reference Plane (RP)

Proposed Rule: continues to allow minimum base
height to be either measured from curb level or
Reference Plane

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Height Mitigations

Bulk modifications for medium/high-density buildings would be available to break down
the building massing in the upper portions of buildings, helping offset the effects
of the additional height.
New Item

Dormer width cannot
exceed 60% of width of
the street wall

Dormer width cannot
exceed 40% of width of
the street wall

Building Envelope

Underlying Text: allows buildings to provide dormers
if they set back as they get higher above the
maximum base height

Proposed Rule: allows buildings to provide
dormers without requiring them to set back, with
the condition that the dormer width is decreased

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Goal 2

Support long-term resilient design
of all building types
Building Envelope…………………………………
Ground Floors……………………………………...
Streetscapes.………………………………….…...
Special Conditions………………………………...
Discretionary Actions……………………………...
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Ground Floors

Ground-floor regulations would
incentivize the floodproofing of ground
floors, encourage active uses to be
kept at the street level and promote
internal building access

ü

Internal access
is provided & the groundfloor is floodproofed
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Ground Floors
Wet-floodproofed
Spaces

A more consistent floor area exemption for wet-floodproofed spaces in all buildings would
help promote long-term resiliency improvements and useful ground floors.
Updated Item
Wet-floodproofed
Spaces can only be
spaces can only be
used for parking,
used for parking,
storage, and access
storage, and access

FRCE

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows existing buildings to
exempt wet-floodproofed spaces from floor area

Proposed Rule: allows new and existing buildings
to exempt wet-floodproofed spaces from floor area

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Ground Floors
Wet-floodproofed
Spaces

A more consistent floor area exemption for wet-floodproofed spaces in all buildings would
help promote long-term resiliency improvements and useful ground-floors..
Updated Item
For non-residential ground-floors,
show-pits (i.e., elevated
establishments
showfor
Spaces
can only with
be used
windows
at and
the sidewalk
parking,located
storage,
access
level), could be created to keep a
street wall presence in the public
realm

These spaces would also be
discounted from floor area

FRCE

FRCE
FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows existing buildings to
exempt wet-floodproofed spaces from floor area

Proposed Rule: allows new and existing buildings
to exempt wet-floodproofed spaces from floor area

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Ground Floors
Dry-floodproofed
Spaces

A floor area exemption for dry-floodproofed spaces along the retail corridors would
encourage active uses to be kept at the street level, promoting a safe and lively
pedestrian environment.
For new buildings, the
exemption has unintentionally
resulted in low-quality, sunken
or squished (i.e., low-ceilinged)
ground floors

For existing buildings,
restrictions on the use of
exempted space make the
resiliency investment less viable

FRCE

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows the entire ground floor to be exempted in existing buildings (with certain limitations), and for
new buildings, only cellar space is exempted (as measured from the FRCE, not the base plane)

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Ground Floors
Dry-floodproofed
Spaces

A floor area exemption for dry-floodproofed spaces along the retail corridors would
encourage active uses to be kept at the street level, promoting a safe and lively
pedestrian environment.
Updated Item
Height of ground floor must
be 13’ or higher and floor
must be within 2’ of adjacent
sidewalk level.

Transparency
requirements
must be met.
FRCE

Up to 30’ of the street wall
is exempted for spaces
used for non-residential
uses

Proposed Rule: allows a portion of the ground-floor to be exempted without
regard to the FRCE level for new and existing buildings, provided that certain
design conditions are met (spaces will not be considered “cellars”)
* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Ground Floors
Ground floor level
requirements

Flexibility with ground-floor requirements would accommodate a greater variety of resilient
design strategies including ground-floor elevation and dry-floodproofing.
Updated Item
Floor can be elevated to
the FRCE or 5’,
whichever is higher

Floor can be elevated
to the FRCE

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows special ground floor use,
location and transparency requirements associated with
Special Districts or other areas to be elevated

FRCE

Proposed Rule: continues to allow ground floor use,
location and transparency requirements to be elevated,
while ensuring compliance with streetscape rules to
mitigate potential blank walls . Additional flexibility is
given to buildings in the V/Coastal A zones

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Ground Floors
Access

A floor area exemption for building access, including ramps and stairs at internal
entryways, would encourage a more accessible neighborhood.
Updated Item
FSAFE

FRCE

lowest floor above
dry-floodproofed spaces

FRCE

Dry-floodproofed
to FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows access to be exempted from
floor area when located below the FRCE, with a cap
that is based on the difference between the level of the
lowest floor and curb level

Max of 500 sf
per entryway

Dry-floodproofed
beyond FRCE

Proposed Rule: continues to allow access to be
exempted from floor area when located below the FRCE,
with a cap that is based on the difference between the
level of the FSAFE and the adjoining sidewalk level, and
max cap per each entryway
54
* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the BuildingaCode

Ground Floors
Street wall location

Allowances for recesses in the street wall would help accommodate external access with
a better design, and the installation of flood protection measures for all buildings.
Updated Item
Can setback 5’ at the groundfloor level and 30% of the width
of the street wall can exceed 5’
(max 10’ or 15’ depending on
the street width)

Can set back 8’ and 50% of
the width of the street wall
can exceed 8’

FRCE

FRCE

Building does not have to
comply with flood-resistant
construction standards

2013 Flood Text: provides limited street wall flexibility
(width and depth) to accommodate longer stairs and
ramps for buildings in zoning districts that require entire
street walls be located on the street line

Building must comply with
flood-resistant
construction standard

Proposed Rule: provides greater street wall flexibility to
accommodate access, flood panels, and streetscape
regulations for buildings in zoning districts that require
street walls be located within 8’ of the street line

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Goal 2

Support long-term resilient design
of all building types
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Streetscape

When these allowances are
used, buildings would have
to comply with “floodresistant construction
standards” and a new set of
streetscape requirements

ü
ü

The design is
improved

The building is
flood-resistant
Flood Elevation
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Streetscape
Point System

More consistent streetscape requirements and greater design options will ensure that
buildings contribute to their surroundings while reflecting the variety of neighborhoods in the
floodplain.
Multifamily

1+2 Family
Level of the
lowest
occupiable floor

FRCE

Level of the
lowest
occupiable floor

Total Points

5’ or above

1

9’ or above

2

Doesn’t have to provide any
mitigation, since the lowest
occupiable floor is located at
4’ above grade

5’ or above
FRCE

10’ or above

Mitigation
planting
Mitigation
lobby

Needs to comply with 2 points,
since the lowest occupiable floor
is located at 10’ above grade
FRCE

2013 Flood Text: provides inconsistent thresholds for different building types and few design options to help
mitigate potential blank walls
* Rules required when the building utilizes the optional allowances for buildings in the floodplain
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Streetscape
Point System

More consistent streetscape requirements and greater design options will ensure that
buildings contribute to their surroundings while reflecting the variety of neighborhoods in the
floodplain.
Updated Item
All Buildings

Streetscape Requirements
Level of the first
story above the
flood elevation

Total Points
Access

Ground Floor

Below 5’
5’ or above

FRCE

1

ü

ü

3

Needs to comply with 1
point since the FSAFE is
located at 4’ above grade

Needs to comply with 3
points since the FSAFE is
located at 10’ above grade
FRCE

Proposed Rule: provides consistent thresholds for all building types and a wider range of design options to
help mitigate potential blank walls and elevated access
* Rules required when the building utilizes the optional allowances for buildings in the floodplain
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Streetscape
Mitigation Options

More consistent streetscape requirements and greater design options will ensure that
buildings contribute to their surroundings while reflecting the variety of neighborhoods in the
floodplain.

Uncovered
Porch (1pt)
Stair Turn
(1pt)

Covered Porch
(2pts)

Planter
(1pt)

Raised Yard
(1pt)

2013 Flood Text: provides design options for 1&2 family homes and requires certain design elements for other
building types

* Rules required when the building utilizes the optional allowances for buildings in the floodplain
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Streetscape
Mitigation Options

ACCESS:

More consistent streetscape requirements and greater design options will ensure that
buildings contribute to their surroundings while reflecting the variety of neighborhoods in the
floodplain.
Updated Item
Uncovered
Porch (1pt)

Stair Turn
(1pt)

Entrance
close to
grade(1pt)

Covered Porch
(2pts)
Wide Stairs
(1pt)

GROUND FLOOR LEVEL:

Multiple
Entrances
(1pt)
Terraced Yard
(2pts)

Additional
Fenestration
(1pt)

Raised Yard
(1-2pts)
Planter
(1pt)

Recessed
Access (1pt)

Accessory
residential-use
(1pt)

Wall Treatment
(1pt)
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Proposed Rule: provides design options for different building types
* Rules required when the building utilizes the optional allowances for buildings in the floodplain
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Streetscape
Parking screening

Buildings using any of the regulations that require full compliance with “flood-resistant
construction standards” would also have to comply with certain streetscape requirements.
Not changed

Screened
parking

2013 Flood Text: requires all buildings (except 1&2
family) in the floodplain with group parking facilities on
the ground floor level, to be either wrapped by usable
building space, or screened

Proposed Rule: continues to require all buildings
(except 1&2 family) with group parking facilities on the
ground floor level, to be either wrapped by usable
building space, or screened

* Rules required when the building utilizes the optional allowances for buildings in the floodplain
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Streetscape
Permitted Obstructions

Permitted obstruction and yard allowances would help buildings to better connect with the
public realm and ensure that streetscape design options can be utilized.
Not changed

Stairs and covered
access are permitted
in the required yard

2013 Flood Text: allows greater flexibility for steps,
covered porches, and balconies in required open space
and yards

Proposed Rule: continues to allow greater flexibility for
steps, covered porches (including any other covered
access areas), and balconies in required open space
and yards

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Streetscape
Raised Yards

Permitted obstruction and yard allowances would help buildings to better connect with the
public realm and ensure that streetscape design options can be utilized.
Updated Item
Raised yard can be
stepped to accommodate a
wider range of design
option

FRCE

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: allows raised yards up to the FRCE,
provided that a maximum slope is maintained and
retaining walls do not exceed 2.5’ above grade

Proposed Rule: continues to allow raised yards up to
the FRCE, provided that a maximum slope is
maintained. Allow retaining walls where the visible
height does not exceed 3’’

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Streetscape
Front yard planting

Permitted obstruction and yard allowances would help buildings to better connect with the
public realm and ensure that streetscape design options can be utilized.
Updated Item

Applies where the distance
between street wall and
street line is 6’ or less

2013 Flood Text: allows buildings in low-density
districts with shallow front yards to discount stairs,
ramps, or lifts from front yard planting requirements

Applies where the distance
between street wall and the
street line is 10’ or less

Proposed Rule: allows more flexibility for all buildings in
low-density districts with shallow front yards to discount
the area occupied by stairs, ramps or lifts from front yard
planting requirements

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Special Conditions

Additional flexibility would be
available to special conditions
common in older neighborhoods,
so that those buildings can also
become resilient

ü

Homes on small
lots can be resilient

67

Special Conditions
Cottage Envelope
Total max height is
44’ from grade (35‘
+ FRCE or 9’)

The popular set of rules for small lots known as the “cottage envelope” would continue to
enable construction and retrofits of resilient homes that better match their surroundings
and are able to accommodate better layouts.
Updated Item
Total max height
is 35’ from grade
(25’ + 10’ RP)

10’ RP

9’

Side yards must be
at least 5’ (in most
situations)

2013 Flood Text: does not provide additional relief for
small zoning lots beyond underlying allowances
2015 Recovery Text: created the “cottage envelope”,
offering broader side and rear yard reductions in
exchange for a shorter height above the FRCE

Side yards can be
reduced (but must
be at least 3’)’

Proposed Rule: continues to allow the “cottage
envelope” provisions including an allowance for
buildings to match their neighboring front yard, in
exchange for a shorter height above the RP

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Special Conditions
Parking on narrow lots

Parking flexibility would continue to enable homes on narrow lots to provide parking below
their elevated building, due to their inability to use ground floors for habitable purposes.
Updated Item

Need to keep a 4’
distance

Curb cut spacing is always
waived if at least 2 parking
spots are placed under the
building
Curb cut spacing rules are
waived only for homes with
lots narrower than 35’

2013 Flood Text: includes modified requirements for
parking and curb cut location (including spacing
requirements)

Proposed Rule: continues to include modified
requirements for parking and curb cut location, but
would only allow flexible curb cut spacing rules for
narrow lots

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Special Conditions
Existing Noncomplying buildings

Allowances for retrofitting or reconstructing non-complying buildings will enable
resiliency for the large number of buildings that do not adhere to the current rules.
Updated Item
Non-complying height that
can be relocated does not
reflect the total building
habitable space

Home exceeds the
max perimeter wall
height

FRCE

FRCE

Home exceeds the max
floor area (habitable
space within basement)

Underlying Text: doesn’t allow these buildings
to increase the degree of non-compliance, even
when they are required to be raised for resiliency
purposes

Home would have to
lose the habitable space
to retrofit

2013 Flood Text: allows these buildings to be
retrofitted or reconstructed by raising the lowest
habitable floor located above grade to the FRCE (and
increase non-compliances)

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Special Conditions
Existing Noncomplying buildings

Allowances for retrofitting or reconstructing non-complying buildings will enable
resiliency for the large number of buildings that do not adhere to the current rules.
Updated Item

Non-complying height can be
adjusted to account for
habitable spaces

Non-complying height that
can be relocated does not
reflect the total building
habitable space

FRCE
RP

Home would have to
lose the habitable space
to retrofit

2013 Flood Text: allows these buildings to be
retrofitted or reconstructed by raising the lowest
habitable floor located above grade to the FRCE (and
increase non-compliances)

FRCE

Proposed Rule: allows these buildings to be retrofitted or
reconstructed by relocating the lowest habitable floor
to the FRCE or RP, provided it complies with certain
parameters that control new non-compliances

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Special Conditions
Non-Conforming

Allowances for retrofitting or reconstructing buildings with non-conforming uses would
enable resiliency for the large number of buildings that do not adhere to the current rules.
Updated Item

Home in a
Manufacturing District
cannot be elevated

Home can be elevated, provided
it does not exceed the max
height of 35’ above the RP

RP
FRCE

FRCE

Cannot increase the
pre-existing amount of
floor area

2013 Flood Text: allows non-conforming 1&2 family
homes (except homes in M or C8 Districts) to be
reconstructed to the FRCE.
2015 Recovery Text: allows homes in M Districts to
be elevated and reconstructed.

Proposed Rule: allows more types of buildings with
non-conforming uses (including residences in M or C8
Districts) to be retrofitted or reconstructed (if within
residential clusters) to the RP.

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Discretionary Actions

Discretionary options would be
available to address unique
situations to ensure that all
buildings and neighborhoods
can be resilient

ü

All neighborhoods
can be resilient
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Discretionary Action
BSA special permit

Revisions to the existing BSA special permit would incorporate lessons learned to
promote greater compliance with Appendix G.
Updated Item

Allows the BSA to modify:

Allows the BSA to modify:

ü Bulk

ü Bulk

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Height (10 ft or 10% whichever is less)
Yards
Lot Coverage
Permitted Obstructions

ü Modify Streetscape standards
ü Modify non-conformance/noncompliance rules

o

Height (10 ft or 10% whichever is more)
Yards
Lot Coverage
Permitted Obstructions
FAR (Can’t exceed 20% of allowed or 10,000
sf whichever is less)
Parking

ü Modify Streetscape standards
ü Modify non-conformance/noncompliance rules
ü Ground Floor Requirements

2013 Flood Text: allows the BSA to modify limited
zoning rules to ensure buildings could meet floodresistant construction standards

Proposed Rule: allows the BSA to modify a wider
range of zoning rules to ensure buildings can meet
flood-resistant construction standards

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Discretionary Action
Ground floor special
permit

A new BSA special permit to permit ground floor offices in Residence Districts where
appropriate, would enable more floodproofing options and usable ground-floors,
benefitting the streetscape in these areas.
New Item
Separate entrance
and parking spaces
are require

Signage is limited

FRCE

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: does not include discretionary
actions to facilitate a greater range of ground-floor uses
in Residence Districts in the floodplain

Proposed Rule: allows dry-floodproofed professional
office space on the ground floor of buildings in
Residence Districts, provided certain conditions are met

* Rules available if the building fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Mechanical Equipment

Mechanical equipment would have more options to
be placed above flood levels either on open areas
or on roofs in lieu of basements or cellars (which
make them more vulnerable)

Building owners that face regulatory obstacles or
cost constraints to make their buildings fully comply
with “flood-resistant construction standards” would
still have the option to make them more resilient
78

Support Spaces

Key spaces that are often located within basements
or cellars, especially those that help support
businesses such as offices or storage rooms, would
be able to be located above flood levels

79

Flood
Protection Measures

Flood protection measures would be able
to be as installed either when they are
required for compliance with flood-resistant
construction standards or where alternate
flood protection strategies may be
warranted
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Waterfront Sites

Waterfront sites would be able to
better accommodate contemporary
resiliency measures and address
sea level rise
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Mechanical Equipment

Mechanical equipment would have more options to
be placed above flood levels either on open areas
or on roofs in lieu of basements or cellars (which
make them more vulnerable)

Building owners that face regulatory obstacles or
cost constraints to make their buildings fully comply
with flood-resistant construction standards would
still have the option to make them more resilient
83

Mechanical Equipment
top buildings

Permitted obstruction allowances on roofs would facilitate mechanical equipment to be
placed above the flood level.
From 25’ to 33’ for buildings
less than 120’ high and from
to 40’ to 55’ for buildings
taller than 120’

New and existing buildings
can increase the allowable
bulkhead lot coverage from
20% to 30%

Existing buildings can
increase the allowable
bulkhead height

FRCE

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: increases bulkhead dimensions (coverage or height) to enable mechanical equipment,
often located below grade, to be placed on roofs

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Mechanical Equipment
Atop buildings

Permitted obstruction allowances on roofs would facilitate mechanical equipment to be
placed above the flood level.
Updated Item

New and existing buildings
can increase the allowable
bulkhead lot coverage from
20% to 30%

New and existing buildings
can increase the allowable
bulkhead height

FRCE

From 25’ to 33’ for buildings
less than 120’ high and from
to 40’ to 55’ for buildings
taller than 120’

FRCE

Proposed Rule: continues the flexibility by allowing all new and existing
buildings to increase bulkhead dimensions (coverage or height)

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Mechanical Equipment
Open areas

Permitted obstruction allowances would enable the placement of mechanical equipment
above flood levels outside of buildings to address situations where space is constrained, or
when structures cannot sustain additional loads.
Updated Item
Existing homes can locate
equipment in yards provided that
it is within 7’ of a building wall
and 5’ from a lot line.

Height cannot
exceed 10’ above
the FRCE

Homes can locate
equipment in yards,
provided that it is 5’
from a lot line

FRCE
RP

Height cannot exceed
10’ above the RP

2013 Flood Text: allows mechanical equipment to be
located within open areas, provided that it is screened,
and that location and height limitations are met

Proposed Rule: allows additional flexibility for
mechanical equipment to be located within open areas,
provided that it is enclosed, and that coverage and height
limitations are met

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Mechanical Equipment
Open areas

Additional permitted obstruction allowances would better enable the construction of new
mechanical buildings on larger campus-style housing sites, where centralizing equipment
into a single structure is often more efficient
New Item

Existing restrictions on permitted
obstructions and minimum distance
between buildings requirements hinder
the design of utility structures

Mechanical building cannot exceed a
max coverage of 25% of the required
open space and must comply with 1
point of streetscape regulations

Mechanical equipment
is often located belowgrade within cellar

FRCE

2013 Flood Text: does not provide additional relief for
mechanical equipment in stand-alone buildings on
campuses

Building can exceed
height restrictions for
obstructions, if located
at least 30’ from legally
required windows

RP

Proposed Rule: will allow buildings used predominantly
for mechanical equipment to be located in open areas in
zoning lots larger than 1.5 acres

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Support Spaces

Key spaces that are often located within basements
or cellars, especially those that help support
businesses such as offices or storage rooms, would
be able to be located above flood levels
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Support Spaces
Ground Floors: 2nd
story commercial

Modified use regulations would give businesses the opportunity to move critical business
functions, such as storage and inventory, out of basements or cellars to above the flood
level, improving the long-term resiliency of commercial corridors.
New Item
Space is still counted
toward floor area and is
included in parking
calculations

Dry-floodproofing cellars is
costly and not as reliable
as elevation strategies

Building can utilize the
second story for
commercial uses if no
spaces below grade are
provided
Retail stores often rely on
basement and cellar
spaces for support spaces

Underlying Text: limits commercial uses to the groundfloor in mixed-use buildings located within in low- and
medium-density commercial corridors

Proposed Rule: allows commercial uses on the
second story of mixed-use buildings in all commercial
corridors

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Support Spaces
Floor Area Exemption

Floor area exemption for non-residential buildings located within Commercial and
Manufacturing Districts with a low maximum floor area ratio (FAR) would allow critical
equipment and core functions to be raised above the flood level.
New Item
Industrial buildings often
occupy 100% of the lot, leaving
no extra floor area to conduct
internal elevations

Small mezzanine can
accommodate important
equipment and office spaces
above the flood level

FRCE
FRCE

2013 Flood Text: industrial and commercial buildings
may not have enough floor area for businesses to
elevate important equipment/functions

Proposed Rule: exempts up to 500sf of floor area to
facilitate the placement of important equipment and
spaces above the FRCE

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Support Spaces
Parking Flexibility

Parking allowances would enable existing homes in low-density areas fill in their
basements or cellars and relocate parking above grade.
Not Changed

Driveway must be filled in and
front yard must be planted if not
used for parking (when
driveway is less than 18’ deep)

Parking is relocated to the
side yard and must still
comply with min size
requirements

FRCE

2013 Flood Text : allows existing below-grade parking
to be relocated to the front yard driveway, or a side lot
ribbon

Parking location and curb
cut spacing requirements
are waived

Proposed Rule: continues to allow existing belowgrade parking to be relocated

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Flood
Protection Measures

Flood protection measures would be able
to be as installed either when they are
required for compliance with flood-resistant
construction standards or where alternate
flood protection strategies may be
warranted
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Flood
Protection Measures

Permitted obstruction regulations would allow a greater variety of flood protection
measures to be accommodated on a greater range of buildings and sites. A floor area
exemption would encourage deployable flood panels to be stored on site.
Updated Item

Flood panels can be deployed
in front of openings

Large sites can have the
option of providing large-scale
strategies like berm

Existing sites can more easily
accommodate storage of panels
and associated deployment
systems

2013 Flood Text: allows temporary flood panels and
associated emergency egress to be deployed in
required yards, courts, open spaces and other
accessible public area

Proposed Rule: continues to allow flood panels and in
addition, allow a minor floor area exemption for the
storage of such systems. Allow structured landscaped
berms and floodgates in the same open areas.

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Waterfront Sites

Waterfront sites would be able to
better accommodate contemporary
resiliency measures and address
sea level rise
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Waterfront Sites

Modifications to waterfront yards, visual corridors and other rules for waterfront sites would
enable the design of soft shorelines and bi-level esplanades, providing public access both
at the water level and at a higher elevation to meet flood elevations at the building level.

The waterfront yard and its
public access area must be at
the level of the existing
bulkhead

Grading allowances help the
site to be raised to the FRCE
level, however, many rules
often hinder this outcome
Visible retaining wall heights
cannot exceed 1.5’

FRCE

FRCE

Underlying Text: the level of waterfront yards and visual corridors generally, cannot be modified
2013 Flood Text: provides limited flexibility for the grading of waterfront yards and visual corridors to increase flood
resiliency
* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Waterfront Sites

Modifications to waterfront yards, visual corridors and other rules for waterfront sites would
enable the design of soft shorelines and bi-level esplanades, providing public access both
at the water level and at a higher elevation to meet flood elevations at the building level.
Updated Item

Visible retaining wall
heights cannot exceed
3’

Tidal wetland areas (for a limited
width along the shoreline) can
count towards required depth of
waterfront yard

FRCE

Proposed Rule: provides flexibility for the grading of waterfront yards and visual corridors and to the design of the
shoreline, helping balance flood resiliency with the public experience at the water

* Rules available even if the building DOES NOT fully meets Appendix G of the Building Code
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Power Systems

Hurricane Sandy showed that areas
affected by the storm went beyond
the floodplain and that the
regulations which would facilitate
recovery would be useful for other
types of disasters
More options to locate power systems on
lots throughout the city would make it
easier for properties to provide back-up
energy, especially in the event of a disaster

101

Accessibility

An accessible design would be
better enabled consistently
throughout the city

102

Vulnerable Populations

Siting nursing homes would be
limited in high-risk areas to lessen
the health consequences and
logistical challenges of evacuating
the residents of these facilities

103

Disaster
Emergency
Recovery
Rules

Rules that could be made available to facilitate the
recovery process from future disasters would be
included, some of which would be implemented now to
help address the COVID-19 pandemic and its
associated economic effects

Hurricane Sandy demonstrated that a lengthy process
to update zoning regulations can present obstacles to
the necessarily fast-paced disaster response
104
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Power Systems

Hurricane Sandy showed that areas
affected by the storm went beyond
the floodplain and that the
regulations which would facilitate
recovery would be useful for other
types of disasters
More options to locate power systems on
lots throughout the city would make it
easier for properties to provide back-up
energy, especially in the event of a disaster
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Power Systems
Permitted Obstructions

Permitted obstruction allowances would facilitate power systems to be located anywhere
in the city, helping to support back-up energy needs and reduce the burden on the energy
grid.
Power-systems are allowed in open
Updated Item
areas, provided that they do not
occupy more than 25% of the
required open area, and that large
equipment must be screened

Equipment must be located at least
5’ from the lot line and may not
exceed a height of 10’

2013 Flood Text : allows existing 1&2 family-homes
located within the 1% annual chance floodplain to place
emergency generators as permitted obstructions on
open areas

Proposed Rule: allows all buildings throughout the
city, to place power systems, including emergency
generators, as permitted obstructions on open areas,
provided that size limitations are met
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Power Systems & MEP
Floor Area

A clarification to floor area exemptions for mechanical equipment would enable resiliency
improvements in a consistent manner throughout the city.
New Item

Buildings in the floodplain often need
mechanical equipment moved from
below-grade locations, to above the
flood elevation. A clear floor area
exemption is critical.

ME

Proposed Rule: clarifies that the floor area exemption applies to mechanical equipment servicing
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) systems, as well as fire protection and power systems. The
exemption applies to areas necessary for routine maintenance and access
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Accessibility

An accessible design would be
better enabled consistently
throughout the city

110

Accessibility

Permitted obstruction modifications would enable ramps and lifts for people with physical
disabilities in all types of required open areas.
Updated Item

Helps facilitate the
elevation of groundfloors

2013 Flood Text: permits ramps and lifts in required
open areas in a piecemeal fashion

Proposed Rule: permits ramps and lifts for all building
types in any required open areas
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Vulnerable Populations

Siting nursing homes would be
limited in high-risk areas to lessen
the health consequences and
logistical challenges of evacuating
the residents of these facilities

113

Vulnerable Populations

Use restrictions would limit the exposure of nursing home residents to areas at high risk
of flooding since these populations are particularly vulnerable, whether they shelter in
place or evacuate prior to a coastal storm event.
New Item
Existing facilities can create
enlargements of up to 15,000 sf,
allowing for modest improvements
(including building resiliency)

Proposed Rule: prohibits new nursing homes and
restrict the enlargement of existing facilities within
the 1% annual chance floodplain and selected
areas where vehicular access would likely become
limited during a disaster.

1% Floodplain (High-Risk Areas)
Designated Geographies
Existing Nursing Homes
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Disaster
Emergency
Recovery
Rules

Rules that could be made available to facilitate the
recovery process from future disasters would be
included, some of which would be implemented now to
help address the COVID-19 pandemic and its
associated economic effects

Hurricane Sandy demonstrated that a lengthy process
to update zoning regulations can present obstacles to
the necessarily fast-paced disaster response
116

Disaster
Emergency
Recovery
Rules
Framework

A series of disaster recovery provisions that could be made available through a text
amendment when a disaster occurs would offer a roadmap for the public, planners, and
decisionmakers when working to recover from a disaster.

Hurricane
Sandy

Future
Disaster
Wider
gap

Emergency
Order
(2012)

Narrower
gap

Rules had to
be written

Temporary
Zoning Text
Adoption

Temporary
Zoning Text
Expiration

(2013)

(~2023*)

Emergency Temporary
Order
Zoning Text
Adoption

Updated Item
Rules would already be
in the ZR and could be
more easily made
applicable to areas
impacted by the disaster

Temporary
Zoning Text
Expiration

*original assumption: 2014

2013 Flood Text: recovery provisions had to be
developed soon after Hurricane Sandy, taking certain
time to be adopted

Proposed Rule: recovery provisions would be placed
in the Zoning Resolution today, so they can be quickly
selected post-disaster based on the issues caused by
such event and the necessary time period for recovery
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Disaster
Emergency
Recovery
Rules
Types of Rules

Recovery provisions would include rules that could facilitate the recovery process from
disasters which cause physical impacts (e.g., hurricanes), and a wider range of disasters
that do not necessarily lead to physical damage (e.g., pandemics).
Updated Item

q Damage & Destruction Provisions

q Damage & Destruction Provisions

q Bulk Modifications

q Bulk Modifications

q Tax Lots as Zoning Lots

q Tax Lots as Zoning Lots

q Documentation Allowances

q Documentation Allowances
q Construction Timeframes
q CPC Special Permits/Authorizations Timeframes
q Discontinuance of non-conforming uses
q Temporary Uses

2013 Flood Text and 2015 Recovery Text: allowed
Sandy-damaged buildings (i.e. most non-conforming
and non-complying) to be rebuilt and additional relief to
expedite recovery (such as documentation allowances)

Proposed Rule: builds upon this set of provisions
and include additional rules such as allowing nonconforming uses to be discontinued for a longer period
of time
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Disaster
Emergency
Recovery
Rules
COVID-19

Selected rules would be triggered to provide a more predictable, long-term method to
administer the pandemic relief.
New Item

These allowances will cease
when the EO expires and is not
renewed, or when the state of
emergency ends

q Damage & Destruction Provisions
q Bulk Modifications
q Tax Lots as Zoning Lots
q Documentation Allowances
q Construction Timeframes

q
ü CPC Special Permits/Authorizations Timeframes
q
ü Discontinuance of non-conforming uses
q Temporary Uses
Mayor’s Executive Order: provides short-term relief
from regulations, including relief from construction
timeframe rules and non-conforming use provisions

Proposed Rule: puts these two provisions into
effect throughout the city for a period of two years,
consistent with the general intent of the disaster
recovery rules and the Executive Order
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Special Permit:
Restaurants in C3

Proposal would provide an easier path for eating or drinking establishments in
some lower-density waterfront areas to make long-term resiliency improvements.
Updated Item

Owner has more
certainty with the special
permit, allowing for
greater investment in
resiliency

Owner must renew the
special permit often
Permit granted

Renew

Renew
years

1 2 3 4 5

Underlying Text: requires eating and drinking
establishments to apply for a special permit for a term
of 5 years in selected Commercial Districts

Permit granted

Renew
years

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Proposed Rule: modifies the term for such required
special permit to 10 years for first time applicants, and
allow the term for subsequent permits to be determined
by the BSA
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